Abstract This article contains two investigations into Mendeley reader counts with the same dataset. Mendeley reader counts provide evidence of early scholarly impact for journal articles, but reflect the reading of a relatively young subset of all researchers. To investigate whether this age bias is constant or varies by narrow field and publication year, this article compares the proportions of student, researcher and faculty readers for articles published 1996-2016 in 36 large monodisciplinary journals. In these journals, undergraduates recorded the newest research and faculty the oldest, with large differences between journals. The existence of substantial differences in the composition of readers between related fields points to the need for caution when using Mendeley readers as substitutes for citations for broad fields. The second investigation shows, with the same data, that there are substantial differences between narrow fields in the time taken for Scopus citations to be as numerous as Mendeley readers. Thus, even narrow field differences can impact on the relative value of Mendeley compared to citation counts.
Introduction
Citation counts are routinely used by governments, institutions, departments and individuals to support formal or informal research impact evaluations (e.g., Wouters and Costas 2012) . In general, highly cited articles are more likely to have made a valuable contribution to scholarship than less cited articles of the same age and field (Merton 1973) . The value of citation counts is limited for recent research, however, since it takes several years for an article to attract a substantial number of citations (Abramo et al. 2011; Priem et al. 2010) . This is unfortunate given that the newest research is most relevant for research evaluation. One solution is to use reader counts from the online reference manager Mendeley (Gunn 2013) instead since these appear more quickly. A scholar might add an article to their Mendeley library when they first read it, years in advance of their research being written up, submitted, published and indexed by Scopus or the Web of Science (WoS). Although articles might be added to Mendeley by people that have not read them, most users add articles because they have read them or intend to read them (Mohammadi et al. 2016 ) and therefore Mendeley gives an indicator of readership, at least for people that use the site. Mendeley readers are more common than other social media metrics except perhaps tweets Zahedi et al. 2014a ) and have a high correlation with citation counts in the long term (Costas et al. 2015; Li et al. 2011; Thelwall and Wilson 2016; Zahedi et al. 2014a ) as well as with human judgements (HEFCE 2015) . They are thus an attractive data source for early impact assessments.
A problem with Mendeley readership counts is that they incorporate a range of biases that limit their uses for some types of evaluations. They have indirect international biases because people tend to read articles written by authors from their own country (Thelwall and Maflahi 2015) and the uptake of Mendeley varies by country. Mendeley data cannot therefore be used to compare nations, unless compensating steps are taken (Fairclough and Thelwall 2015) . It is also biased towards articles read by younger researchers (Mohammadi et al. 2015) , although it is not clear whether this biases any types of research evaluation in practice.
An important difference between Mendeley reader data and citations is that the former includes non-publishing academics, such as students. Moreover, Mendeley reports the proportion of readers for a document by academic status and so it is possible to compare different reader categories. From this data, Ph.D. students and postdoctoral researchers are numerically dominant in Mendeley, although faculty and other students also register articles in the site (Mohammadi et al. 2015) . It is not known how these groups of readers vary in the age of the publications read, however, which would be useful to give deeper insights into seniority-related biases within Mendeley statistics. Students are sometimes assigned books or journal articles for reading, although the extent to which this occurs varies by discipline and level (e.g., Dinkelman 2010; Williams et al. 2004) . It seems likely that recent papers would be less easy to understand for undergraduates in hierarchical subjects, such as mathematics and natural sciences.
An unrelated issue is that Mendeley reader counts change their relationship with citation counts over time. When they first appear in Scopus, few articles have any citations at all but if they have long publication backlogs, then most may already have Mendeley readers (Maflahi and Thelwall 2018; Thelwall 2017b) . Mendeley readers accumulate about a year before Scopus citations for four library and information science journals (Maflahi and Thelwall 2016 : data from April 2014 , years 1996 -2013 . This is also true when analysing articles from entire countries (Fairclough and Thelwall 2015) . The same conclusion was found for five broad categories and their subfields, but there were disciplinary differences between categories and minor differences between subfields (Thelwall and Sud 2016 : years 2004 for agriculture, business, decision science, pharmacy, and the social sciences and 50 subcategories, data from November to December 2014). It is not clear whether the differences between subfields are due to the presence of generalist journals within narrow categories. Moreover, the extent to which fields can differ from each other is partly obscured by the combination of journals within a single category. This article also did not explicitly identify how long it took for Scopus citations to equal Mendeley reader counts.
Despite the above findings, the extent to which the relationship between Scopus citation counts and Mendeley readership counts differs between narrow fields is not clear, and nothing is known about whether there are temporal differences in reader seniority that would cause complex biases. These are important omissions because for most citation analysis purposes, journals are clustered together into subject categories and so if the relationship differs for similar journals then this would undermine the value of Mendeley reader counts. This article addresses these two different issues in a single paper since they can be addressed with the same recycled dataset and partly overlapping methods. It uses journals as proxies for narrow fields, with the following research questions. For the first question, the focus is on the time when average Mendeley reader counts and average Scopus citation counts are the same because, other factors being equal, higher average scores give more statistical power (e.g., for correlations: Thelwall 2016b).
• RQ1 How substantial are the differences between narrow fields in the time taken for Scopus citations to be as numerous as Mendeley readers? • RQ2 How does the average age of articles read vary by the academic status of Mendeley readers?
Methods
The research design for the first research question is to compare the Mendeley readership counts with the Scopus citation counts of large monodisciplinary journals for articles published at different points in time, identifying their crossing points (i.e., when Scopus citations equal Mendeley readers). Large journals were chosen to give more powerful statistical evidence. Monodisciplinary journals are effective proxies for fields because journal editors and referees ensure that articles published fall within the journal's defined scope. This is more effective than the subject categories of citation indexes, which are designed for information retrieval rather than citation analysis. For the second research question, the research design is to compare the average age of articles read by different classes of reader in the same 36 journals.
Data
A set of monodisciplinary journals was reused from a previous paper. This was taken from the 50 Scopus journals with the most articles published in 1996 and that published continually since then, ensuring long term coverage. The start date of 1996 reflects the year when Scopus expanded in coverage. General journals, such as PLoS ONE, were removed to retain only monodisciplinary publications. Mendeley reader counts were collected for the current paper to add to this data set. Both DOIs and metadata searches were used to match Scopus articles to Mendeley records, combining the results to give the most comprehensive data (Zahedi et al. 2014b ). Many of the older articles in some journals did not have DOIs and so all articles without DOIs were discarded to give fairer comparisons over time.
The Scopus citations were collected in February-March 2017 and the Mendeley readers were collected April-May 2017. The Mendeley readers therefore have an advantage of 2 extra months over the Scopus citations. Scientometrics (2018) 115:717-729 719 Articles with a Mendeley reader count of 0 could be genuine zeros (no Mendeley readers) or artificial zeros (Mendeley readers, but the article not found by the Mendeley API searches used). For this study, all zeros were assumed to be genuine and kept in the analysis, since there is no practical method to differentiate between the two types. This assumption is important for the first research question because readers that cannot be found in Mendeley are of no practical value for research evaluation.
Scopus versus Mendeley
Average citation and reader counts were calculated for each journal and year using geometric means (Zitt 2012) . Since reader counts are highly skewed (Thelwall and Wilson 2016) , the arithmetic mean is inappropriate (Thelwall 2016a) . For this calculation, the counts were first log-transformed with the formula ln(1 ? x), then the arithmetic mean was calculated and the result transformed back with exp(x) -1. For each journal and year, 95% CIs were calculated using the t-distribution formula on the log-transformed count data, which is very approximately normally distributed.
The cross-over points between Scopus citation counts and Mendeley reader counts were identified visually from the graphs because this judgement seemed straightforward and there did not seem to be an advantage in using a mathematical approach to estimate them.
Students versus faculty
For the second research question, the Mendeley API was used to count the number of readers for each article by their academic status: Bachelor's degree students (i.e., undergraduates); Master's degree students; Doctoral Students (also including the Ph.D. student category); Researchers; Faculty (including the Professor, Associate Professor, Lecturer, Senior Lecturer categories). The small Library and Other Professional categories were discarded as not relevant. The postgraduate category was discarded as ambiguous because this could encompass a variety of statuses. The same is true for the researcher category but whilst this is a natural category for postdoctoral researchers, a postgraduate would normally be a master's degree or doctoral student (or on a rarer type of degree, such as a postgraduate professional qualification) so the category has no clear interpretation.
The average age of the articles read in each journal was calculated by taking the weighted average year of the articles read. This was achieved by using the geometric mean number of readers of the given type per article in each year as the weight for the year and then averaging the years. Although it would be more natural to use the arithmetic mean readers per article instead of the geometric mean, the latter is appropriate from a statistical perspective because the data is highly skewed and the geometric mean safeguards against heavy use of individual articles, such as for large class assignments. It would also be more natural to use the number of articles published in each journal and each year as an additional weight but this would make comparisons between journals unfair because some have expanded more than others during 1996-2016.
For this analysis, it was important to have data from all years and so the 11 journals that did not have any Scopus records with a DOI for at least one of the years analysed were discarded for the average calculations, leaving 25.
Results

Scopus versus Mendeley
The times when the average number of Scopus citations per article was first equal to the average number of Mendeley readers per article varied from mid-2007 to mid-2015 (Table 1) . Since the data was gathered in the first half of 2017, the time lag varies from about 2 to 10 years, which is a factor of five difference. For all journals, the trend was for Mendeley reader counts to be initially higher but lower in the long run, crossing after about 5.5 years (Fig. 1) .
As can be seen from the relative smoothness of the lines for the extreme cases of Astrophysical Journal (Fig. 2) and Brain Research (Fig. 3) , and the relatively narrow confidence limits, the differences in time lags for the Mendeley-Scopus crossing point are clear cut and statistically significant.
The two most represented areas are physics and chemistry (Table 1) . Considering only these for simplicity, and ignoring journal names specifying related areas or specialisms, both these areas have greatly differing Mendeley/Scopus crossover gaps. There is a large difference between physics-related journals, from Astrophysical Journal (2015) (2016) to Applied Physics Letters (2009 Letters ( -2010 . For chemistry, there is a large difference from Biochemistry (2009) to Journal of Organic Chemistry (2014). The differences seem to be mainly due to low uptake of Mendeley in some specialisms (e.g., astrophysics, organic chemistry), although high levels of citation in these fields may also contribute. All 36 graphs for individual journals are available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5046877, together with the number of articles for each journal and year and the proportion of articles with Mendeley readers for each journal and year.
Students versus faculty
Undergraduates tend to register newer articles in Mendeley than faculty (as defined here, excluding researchers even if they are faculty members) for all journals. Generalising, more junior Mendeley users tend to register more recent articles than more senior users in most journals (Fig. 4) . Despite the outliers, the pattern is consistent enough for this to be accepted as a general rule, with minor exceptions.
There are also differences in the average age of articles read between journals but this is not straightforward to interpret because not all articles in all journals have been assigned a DOI and so the differences may be partly due to disciplinary differences and partly due to DOI assignment strategies for journals. Surprisingly, rapid communication journals do not stand out for having more recent articles read. For example, the average age for Tetrahedron Letters is about the same as for Tetrahedron.
It is clear from the reasonably flat line from 2000 to 2010 in Fig. 5 that faculty record articles from a much wider range of years, whereas all the other groups show a peak at 2010 or after. Although other explanations are possible, interest in older articles for staff can be explained by them having read the articles before joining Mendeley and then adding the articles to Mendeley to cite them or record them for future reference. They may also have joined Mendeley before undergraduates, who are more recent additions to academia. Some of these articles may also have been published by the academics themselves, if they recorded their own CVs in Mendeley. Scientometrics (2018) 115:717-729 721 The biggest difference between undergraduates and faculty was for Brain Research (2.1 years, Fig. 6 ) and the smallest was for Geophysical Research Letters (0.1 years, Fig. 7 ). Brain research may be an anomaly due to a sudden change in shape in 2006. In this year, the number of articles increased from 919 to 1374, suggesting a strategic change within the journal. Terms related to physics and chemistry are highlighted for ease of comparison Fig. 1 The median of the geometric mean Scopus citations and Mendeley readers per article across the 36 large monodiscipilnary journals analysed. Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals calculated from t-distribution formula on the log-transformed underlying data Scientometrics (2018) 115:717-729 723
Discussion and conclusions
The results are limited to journals from the natural sciences and medicine and so more extreme results are possible for other areas. The same is true for small specialisms that are represented by smaller journals. The occupations of readers are self-reported and may be out of date. Readers' libraries may include articles added when they were in a more junior position. They may also include articles added for training purposes rather than exclusively papers that they intend to read. The data may be influenced by external factors that affect the uptake of Mendeley by researchers, such as its acquisition by Elsevier in 2013. Strategy changes associated with this, as well as periodic design changes and the emergence of alternative reference management strategies may also influence the number of researchers using it over time. The data is also likely to be affected by the starting year of Mendeley, 2008, since all The data is influenced by the proportion of articles with DOIs, since each journal introduced DOIs at a given point in time, even if backdating them to earlier articles. All these factors affect the likelihood of the results from the current paper being applicable to future years. More concretely, the Mendeley peak year of 2010 ( Fig. 1) has multiple partial explanations. Presumably, the average number of readers per article was not higher before 2010 because most Mendeley users had joined at least a few years after 2010 and tended to add predominantly recent articles. This might also be affected by journal DOI usage changes. In contrast, the average number of readers per article presumably decreased after 2010 because most Mendeley users register some articles that are older than a few years, even if most articles registered are young. Thus, if the number of active Mendeley users has been stable since 2010 and remains stable, then the peak year would stay close to 2010. Moreover, excluding data from before 2010, the shape of the Mendeley graph over time (Fig. 1) should broadly mimic the shape of the citation graph over time, except with an initially steeper slope. With the same assumptions, the crossing point between average Mendeley reader counts and average citation counts should remain constant at about 5 years before the data collection month.
The citation-related findings (RQ1) extend those of previous comparisons of Mendeley reader counts and Scopus citation counts by finding larger field differences than before. Given the wide differences within chemistry and physics, it seems likely that relatively narrow specialisms have their own citation and resource sharing cultures that sometimes exclude Mendeley (Thelwall 2017c) , perhaps because other reference sharing sites are used instead (Lee and Schleyer 2012; Zoller et al. 2016) . The low adoption of Mendeley by astrophysicists has previously been noted (Bar-Ilan 2014). Low adoption is probably true in general for the natural sciences (Van Noorden 2014), although Mendeley seems to be used to some extent in most scholarly areas (Gunn 2013) .
The academic status findings add to the previously known national and seniority biases in Mendeley by showing that its data is unfair to narrow specialisms that rarely use Mendeley if they are analysed together with similar specialisms that use it more often. This is likely to happen unless relatively narrow subject categories are used for comparison or field normalisation (Waltman et al. 2011a, b; Thelwall 2017a ). If comparing articles from different years, the balance of junior and senior readers will be different, introducing an indirect source of unfairness. This aspect is relatively minor given the low proportion of readers that are undergraduates (Mohammadi et al. 2015) and the relatively small differences found. Comparisons that involve data from both before and after DOIs became standard in the journal set evaluated would present more problems because Mendeley data is more comprehensive for articles with DOIs (Zahedi et al. 2014b ) and journals may be selective in allocating DOIs to articles published before the universal adoption of DOIs. In conclusion, future research evaluation exercises that use Mendeley reader counts for early scholarly impact evidence should ensure that narrow fields are used for comparison or field normalisation purposes to avoid conflating differing biases in the proportions of readers from different groups. Results are to be interpreted with extra caution if this is not possible.
